Books:

Textbooks:

[among others]

Contemporary Linguistics: An Introduction
by William O'Grady, John Archibald, Mark Aronoff, Janie Rees-Miller
(Textbook; available in 5th or 6th editions)

An Introduction to Language
by Victoria Fromkin, Robert Rodman, Nina Hyams
(Textbook; available in the 8th edition)

Introductory book to linguistics:

Biting the Wax Tadpole
by Elizabeth Little
(Excellent introduction to linguistics—about interesting features of languages and learning languages)

Books about language change:

The Power of Babel
by John McWhorter
(Broadly, about historical linguistics and language change, but there are lots of interesting tidbits about different languages included as well)

The Unfolding of Language
by Guy Deutcher
(About the evolution of language, and the evolution of complexity in language)

Books about language extinction:

Spoken Here
by Mark Abley
(About language extinction)

When Languages Die
by K. David Harrison
(About language extinctions and interesting features of languages)

Topical books:

Bastard Tongues
by Derek Bickerton
(About pidgins and creoles)

The Language Instinct
by Steven Pinker
(In which he sets forward his view that language is hardwired into the human brain)

The Story of Writing
by Andrew Robinson
(Explains the evolution of writing, in the process explaining how many writing systems work)

The Universal History of Numbers
by Georges Ifrah
(Explains everything about the history of numbers)

Web Resources:

**Constructed Languages:**

Gen
(A tool for generating word based on constraints you enter–beta version)

SCA²
[http://www.zompist.com/sca2.html](http://www.zompist.com/sca2.html)
(A sound change engine–beta version)

Sentences to Test Constructed Language Syntax
[http://fiziwig.com/conlang/syntax_tests.html](http://fiziwig.com/conlang/syntax_tests.html)
(A variety of sentences to test the capabilities of a constructed language)

Virtual Verduria
[http://www.zompist.com/virtuver.htm](http://www.zompist.com/virtuver.htm)
(The most famous online constructed language project)

**Numbers:**

Numbers in over 5000 Languages
(The numbers 1-10 in over 5000 languages)

Numeral Systems of the World’s Languages
[http://lingweb.eva.mpg.de/numeral/](http://lingweb.eva.mpg.de/numeral/)
(Very comprehensive, also very detailed)

Of Languages and Numbers
(Higher counting in many languages, plus books about many languages)

**Orthography / Writing:**

Ancient Scripts
http://www.ancientscripts.com/
(Less comprehensive the Omniglot but more accurate)

Omniglot
http://www.omniglot.com/
(A website dedicated to the writing systems, orthographies, and languages of the world)

Sign Language IPA
http://dedalvs.conlang.org/slipa.html
(An invented phonetic method to write sign languages, analogous to the IPA for spoken languages–beta version)

IPA Keyboard
http://westonruter.github.com/ipa-chart/keyboard/
(An easier way to type those arcane symbols)

X-SAMPA
http://www.theiling.de/ipa/
(A commonly used, easier-to-type alternative to the IPA)

**Specific Languages:**

Austronesian Basic Vocabulary Database
http://language.psy.auckland.ac.nz/austronesian/
(Basic words in many Asian and Pacific languages)

Ethnologue
http://www.ethnologue.com/
(The definitive encyclopedia of the world’s languages)

LOT
http://www.lotpublications.nl/
(A lot of miscellaneous grammars and other linguistic materials available for free)

Open Language Archives Community
http://www.language-archives.org/
(More than 100000 language resources for specific languages)

SEAlang
http://sealang.net/
(A lot of resources on Southeast Asian languages: dictionaries, papers, etc.)
SEAsite
http://www.seasite.niu.edu/
(More resources on Southeast Asian languages, mostly learning materials)

SIL Bibliography
http://www.ethnologue.com/bibliography.asp
(A large set of publications representing thousands of languages, many free and online)

Miscellaneous:

Leipzig Glossing Rules
http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php
(The definitive rules for making glosses of sentences)

LINGUIST List
http://linguistlist.org/
(A website containing many resources for linguists, such as MultiTree, a mapping device for phylogenetic language trees, and lists of dictionaries in many different languages)

LSA: Linguistic Style Sheet
http://www.lsadc.org/info/pubs-lang-style.cfm
(The formatting commonly used throughout the linguistic world)

SIL Linguistic Resources
http://www.sil.org/linguistics/resources.html
(Software, fonts, glossaries, etc.)

UPSID Database
http://web.phonetik.uni-frankfurt.de/upsid.html
(Languages and their phonologies, organized into a searchable database)

Wikipedia
http://www.wikipedia.org/
(Free encyclopedia, 282 languages offered)

(The following is a list of all the bookmarks I’ve made so far relating to language or linguistics.)

Language

Linguistics

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) Chart Unicode “Keyboard”
Simple UPSID interface
Abau Phonology
Ngambay Verbs-ish
turkana wridness
Differential object marking
www.africanculture.dk/gambia/ftp/wolfgram.pdf
Madeira Archipelago - Portugal and more | Interesting facts and things about Portugal, the Madeiran archipelago, the Azores islands and about Portugal's former island colonies. Facts on history. Points of interest. Outdoor activities.
N. Sami Phonology
www.ruf.rice.edu/~lingsym/Pawley_paper.pdf
078: Inverse / Topic

Creoles

Karipuna Creole Grammar
Grammar of Pichi
Tok Pisin Dictionary
Abridged Chinook Wawa Dictionary
Chinook Jargon
LeJeune's "Chinook Rudiments" (1924)
Chinook Jargon Guide
Diu Indo-Portuguese Grammar
Calunga
Lucumí Something

Sign Languages

Sign Language IPA
Japanese Sign Language
Jordanian Sign Language Grammar
ASL Video Dictionary
Signed Writing
Hamburg Notation

Africa

Afro-Asiatic

Berber

Tamazight Grammar
Tamazight Dictionary
Ghomara Berber Grammar
Overview of Berber Phonology
Welcome|Berber Phonology
Tarifit Dictionary
Aujila Texts
Ghomara Berber a Brief Grammatical Survey by J El Hannouche

Chadic

Angas Grammar
Bade Morphology
Bole Verb
Bole Grammar Sketch
Ngamo Dictionary
Chadic Dictionaries
Mwaghavul Pronouns
Mwaghavul Dictionary
Mwaghavul Plural Verbs
Ngizim Dictionary
Ron of Bokkos Lexicon
Miya Grammar
Gude Grammar / Dictionary
Kirya / Konzol Dictionary
Chadic Resources
Bura Grammar Sketch
Sketch of Hausa

Cushitic

Ts'amakko (Tsamai) Grammar
Afar Generative Grammar
Gedeo Dictionary Introduction
Gedeo Dictionary
Arbore/Tsamai/Ongota Wordlist
Short Sketch of Saho
Konso Grammar
Dahalo Sketch
Xamtanga Wordlist (short)
Full text of "Dahalo Swadesh List"
Full text of "Sidamo Swadesh List"
Burji Swadesh List : Free Download & Streaming : Internet Archive
Burji Dictionary
Bonii/Dahalo Report
Southern Cushitic Typology
Cushitic Typology
Arbore, Ongota, Tsamai Wordlist
Somali Dictionary
Somali Grammar Notes
WOLD - Gawwada Vocabulary
Somali Nominal Morphophonology
More Somali Nouns
Somali Lessons 1
Beginning Somali
A grammar of Konso

Egyptian
Hieroglyphs
Demotic Dictionary
Remenkimi
Old-ish Coptic Grammar
Demotic Teaching Grammar

Omotic
Dizin Phonology and Morphology
Wolaytta Grammar
Dime Grammar / Wordlist
Sheko Grammar / Wordlist
Dime Grammar
Sheko Grammar
Mao Grammar
Haro Grammar
HornMorpho Software

Semitic
An Amharic Reference Grammar
Amharic Dictionary pt.1
Amharic Dictionary pt.2
Amharic Dictionary pt.3
Amharic-English English-Amharic Dictionary
Many Amharic Dictionaries
(Old) Grammar of Akkadian
Assytian Dictionary
Arabic Grammar
Beja Pedagogical Grammar — Afrikanistik online

Khoisan
|Gui Phonology
Sandawe Grammar
Khoisan Wordlist

Isolates
Sandawe Grammar
Bangime Grammar
Shabo Sketch

Niger-Congo

Atlantic-Congo

Bak

Kujamaat Jóola

Benue-Congo

East

Bantu

A

Abo Metatony

C

Lingala FSI
Swahili Dictionary
Swahili Grammar Notes

E

Ekegusii
Gikuyu Course

G

Swahili Grammar
Swahili Verbs
English - Swahili Dictionary
Swahili
Digo Dictionary

H

Kibembe Noun Phrase
J

Kinyarwanda
Luganda
The Word in Luganda
Empandiika v'Oluganda
Lugwere Dictionary
Lugungu Dictionary - Uganda
Lubwisi Dictionary - Uganda
Lunyole Dictionary - Uganda
GandaSpace - Luganda Dictionary
Runyankore Rukiga Dictionary

P

Makhuwa-Enahara Word Order

R

Oshikwanyama Guide
Oshindonga Guide

S

Ikalanga Sketch
Setswana Grammar Manual
Silozi Dictionary
Bantu Classification
Kituba Course
Kikongo Resources
Kituba Course
Makonde Grammar
www2.ku.edu/~kiswahili/pdfs/Lesson_09.pdf
Bemba grammar notes for beginners
www.lotpublications.nl/publish/articles/000233/bookpart.pdf
Les classes nominales en bantu
zompist bboard • View topic - The Correspondence Library
goto.glocalnet.net/jfmaho/pbapp.pdf
bama.ua.edu/~golar001/The History of Bantu Languages.pdf
blr — Royal Museum for Central Africa - Tervuren - Belgium

Cross River

Ibibio Dictionary
Uyo Ibibio Dictionary
Ogbia Grammar
Eleme Site

Kainji

Tsvadi Phonology / Wordlist

Plateau

Eggon Dictionary

West

Gbe

Ewe
Ewe Course 2

YEAI

FSI Yoruba
Igbo Course
Ibibio Tone
Izi Grammar
Ọnjichà Igbo Dictionary

Kwa

Akan Introduction
Logba Grammar
Akan Verbs
Akan Course

Mbре

Pre Wordlist

Mel

Temne Lessons

Savanna

Gur

Mòoré Course
Dagbani Dictionary
Vagla Plural Verbs
Dagaare Course-ish

Leko-Nimbari

Momi Dictionary
Wom Phonology and Plurals
Yendang Languages Wordlist

Mbum-Day

Mono Wordlist

Ubangian

Gbaya

Gbaya

Ngbandi

Sango Lessons Part 1
Sango Lessons Part 2
Sango Dictionary
Sango Texts 1
Sango Texts 2
Sango Texts 3

Zande

Weird Old Zande Sentences
Zande Grammar Sketch

Waja-Kam

Yi Kitule Dictionary

Senegambian

Mandinka / Wolof
Pular Guide

Senufo
Mamara Dictionary
Nafaanra Dictionary
Nafaanra Tense-Aspect

Dogon

Jamsay Grammar
Dogon Languages
Jamsay Grammar
Dogul Dom Grammar
Mombo Grammar
Tommo So Grammar
Ibi-So Morphosyntax
Tommo So Dictionary
Walo Dictionary
Nanga Lexicon
Beni Dictionary
Jamsay Wordlist
Mombo Dictionary

Ijoid

Defaka & Nkoroo
Proto-Ijoid
Kalabari Dictionary
Ijaw Dictionary
Intermediate Bambara
Beginning Bambara
Adamawa Fulani Grammar
Firdu-Fula Grammar
Kpelle Handbook
Wolof Sketch
Pular Guide
Shona Stuffs
Bozo Jenaama Verb

Nilo-Saharan

Central Sudanic

Ngambay Sketch
Ngambay Lessons
Madi Lessons
Gumuz and Koman Languages

Eastern Sudanic
Northern

Kunuz Nubian Grammar
Tìdn-áal

Southern

Nilotic

Eastern

Maa Dictionary
Maasai Applicative Constructions

Southern

Datooga Verb Classes
Part of Kalenjin
Mursi Dictionary

Western

Luo Language
Elementary Luo Grammar
Nuer Field Notes
Grammar of Nuer
Maa Dictionary
Dinka Dictionary Pt. 1
Dinka Dictionary Pt. 2
Gaahmg Grammar

Songhai

Zarma
Tadaksahak Relative Clauses
Zarma Dictionary
Zarma Stuffs
Tagdal Morphology
Tadaksahak
Tadaksahak Grammar

Saharan

Kanuri
Kanuri Grammar
Zaghawa Phonology
Manga Dictionary

Kuliak
Soo Dictionary

Shabo
Shabo Sketch
Shabo Classification

Koman
Gwama Sketch
Gumuz Grammar
Gaahmg Grammar
Roger Blench
Journal of West African Languages
African Language Stuff
Languages of Mali
Aflang directory
African Phonological Typology
Web resources for African languages
Web resources for African languages
African Language Resources on the Internet

Asia

Altaic
Echoes of Manchu
Tuvan Talking Dictionary
Mongolian Courses
Ottoman Text Archive Project
Salar Data

Chuvash
Chuvash Summary
Chuvash Historical Phonology
Chuvash

Turkmen
Andamanese

Great Andamanese Dictionary
Great Andamanese Dictionary

Austro-Asiatic

Vietnamese Online Grammar
Cambodian Language
FSI - Contemporary Cambodian study khmer language
Santali Grammar
Ho Dictionary
Semai Grammar Notes
SOAS Wa Dictionary Project
Mon-Khmer Studies Journal
Khmer Dictionary
Vietnamese Dictionary
Santali Dictionary 1
Santali Dictionary 2
Golden Palaung Grammar
Wa Grammar Sketch
Remo Talking Dictionary
Semai Notes

Austronesian

Formosan

Toward a Grammar of Bunun

Malayo-Polynesian

Indo-Melanesian
Bornean

Malagasy Grammar Sketch
Malagasy Dictionary

Nuclear MP

Central-Eastern MP

Halmahera-Cenderawasih

Biak Grammar
Ambai Description
Sketch of Ambai

Oceanic

Admiralty-Yapese

Yapese Spelling Reform
CompWords
Yapese Dictionary

Central-Eastern

Fijian-Polynesian

Lessons in Fijian.
Samoan Grammar
tuvalu language
Cook Islands Maori Dictionary
Hawaiian Dictionary
Ulukau: The Hawaiian Electronic Library
Ulukau
CHD

Māori

Māori Dictionary
Māori Dictionary
AKO
Reo Māori resources
Maori grammar topics
Ngata Māori Dictionary
Te Whanake
Micronesian

Practical Marshallese
Kiribati
Marshallese Phonology
Proto-Micronesian I
Proto-Micronesian II
Kiribati News
Mokilese Numbers
Marshallese Handbook
Satawalese Grammar / Lexicon
Marshallese Dictionary
Kiribati Dictionary
Pohnpeian Dictionary
Lwen Wolena Kosrae
Ulithian Dictionary
Carolinian as Blend

A bon koaua raoi ana kaongora "Kamimi ma e Koaua"? - KIRIBATI ONLINE COMMUNITY

Southern

Araki Lexicon
Seko Languages
South Efate Dictionary
Tamambo Dictionary
Matukar Dictionary
Mavea Dictionary
Lo-Toga and Hiw Subordination
Whitesands Grammar
Vurës Dictionary
Araki Dictionary
Araki Lexicon
South Efate Grammar

Temotu

Vanikoro Languages

Western
Meso-Melanesian

Kokota Grammar
Tigak Phonology
Ughele Grammar

North New Guinea

Buang Dictionary
Mbula Dictionary
Manam Teaching Grammar

Papuan Tip

English - Sinaugoro
English - Bunama
Iduna Dictionary
English - Iamalele
Tawala Sketch
Maisin Lexicon
Dobu Lexicon
Muyuw Lexicon
PREL
Austonesian Trussel
Mussau-Emira Grammar
Manam Teaching Grammar

Timor-Babar

Dawan Dictionary
Tetun Course
Tetun Dictionary

Western MP

Acehnese
Iban Grammar
Sri Lanka Malay Grammar
Balantak Grammar
Mualang Grammar
Ternate Malay Grammar/Texts
Upcountry Sri Lanka Malay Grammar
Buginese Dictionary
Cham Wordlist
Dusun Dictionary
Dusun Grammar Sketch
Dusun Dictionary

Philippine

Northern

Yami
Kapampangan Dictionary

Central-Southern

Central

Tagalog

Tagalog Grammar
Learn Filipino
Learn Tagalog

Visayan

Cebuano

Cebuano Study Notes
Ang Dila Natong Bisayá
Wikapinoy
Learn Cebuano

Central

EH Dictionary
HE Dictionary
Hiligaynon-English Dictionary
Hiligaynon Lessons
Hiligaynon Reference Grammar
Waray-Waray

Western

Aklanon Grammar
Aklanon Dictionary
West Coast Bajau Grammar
dspace.uta.edu/bitstream/handle/10106/577/umi-uta-1776.pdf?sequence=1
Yami Dictionary
Begak Grammar
Nias Dictionary

Chukotko-Kamchatkan

Chukchi Grammar

Dravidian

Kannada
Tamil Grammar
Learning Telugu
Dravidian Numbers
Tulu Dictionary (in progress)
Gondi and Kolami Resources
Gondi Lexicon
Aheri Lexicon
Brahui Language Board
Dravidian Etymological Dictionary
Betta Kurumba Grammar
Hill Madia Sketch

Hmong-Mien

Lomation: Hmong Text Reader
Ntawv Moob
Mien Site
Mien Website
Mong Leng Phonology
Hmong Dictionary
Hmong Dictionary
Hmong Daw Dictionary
Hmong Daw Lessons
Hmong Orthography

Isolates

Ainu language
An Ainu-English-Japanese dictionary (including a grammar of the Ainu language)
Ainu for Beginners
Burushaski
Kusunda Grammar / Lexicon
Nivkh Texts

Japonic

Denshi Jisho
Ryukyuan Language Summary
Irabu Grammar
Jim Breen's Japanese Page
Japanese Particles
Japanese Verbs
yutashiku unigeesabra_subtitled.wmv - YouTube
[Dialect] Okinoerabu Kunigami
Grammar of Eastern Old Japanese

Korean
Korean Teaching Grammar
Korean Wiki
ZKorean
Essential Korean Grammar

Northeast Caucasian
Tsez language
Archi Dictionary
Ingush Grammar
Udi Grammar Overview
Agul dialects: Texts, Grammar, Dictionary | Daghestan
LangueDOC :: Archi
LangueDOC :: Khinalug
Khwarshi Grammar
Ingush Grammar

Northwest Caucasian
Kabardian Grammar

Sino-Tibetan

Chinese
Language Log » Victor Mair
Hanzi Smatter
Chinese Dialects
Chinese Pinyin Table
EAS
Chinese Chengyu
Radicals!
Cojak
E-Learning Links « cantoneseinorge
Atong Grammar
Kadu Grammar

Limbu
Limbu Sketch
Limbu Dictionary Intro
Limbu Dictionary
Limbu Grammar
Limbu

Lolo-Burmese
Yi Language Resources
Nuosu
Burmese Script Animations
Nuosu Dictionary
Yi Input
Burmese Dictionary
Burmese-English-Burmese (Myanmar) Online Dictionary
Beginning Burmese Lessons

Naxi
Naxi Script
Naxi Stuff

Qiagic
Qiag Grammar / Glossary
Puxi Qiag Grammar
rGyalrong Grammar
Qiag Grammar with Glossary and Texts
Qiag Site

Tani
Galo Dictionary
Galo Grammar
Galo Grammar / Glossary
Bantawa Grammar
Dhimal Grammar
Lepcha Grammar
Sunwar Grammar
Thangmi Grammar
Bantawa Grammar
Tangkhul Grammar Sketch
Darma Grammar
Tibetan Introduction

Sumerian

CDLI
ETCSL
Sumerian Dictionary
Sumerian Grammar
Descriptive Grammar of Sumerian
Cuneiform Mathematical Texts
Sumerian Grammar

Tai-Kadai

Lachi Sketch
Shan Dictionary
Ahom Dictionary
Ahom Primer
Lao Language
Lao Dictionary
Nung Grammar
Thai Grammar
Lao Dictionary 1
Lao Dictionary 2
Lao Language Learning
Thai Dictionary et al.
Proto-Hlai

Yukaghir

Tundra Yukaghir
Online Kolyma Yukaghir Documentation
SEAlang Projects
Tai and Tibeto-Burman Languages of Assam
Nepal Clause, Sentence, Discourse
Georgian Grammar
Georgian Phonotactics

Australia

Mirndi

Jingulu
Pama-Nyungan

Paman

Kuku-Yalanji Dictionary
Kuuk Thaayorre Grammar
Oykangand / Olkola Dictionary
Kuuk Thaayorre Grammar

Yolŋu Matha

Yan-nhaŋu Dictionary

Wati

Pitjantjatjara
Ngardi Focus

Ngarna

Yanyuwa Dictionary

Ngayarda

Ngarla Grammar

Ngumpin-Yapa

Warlpiri

Wiradhuric

Kamilaroi Dictionary

Yuin-Kuric

Biyal-Biyal

Tangkic

Kayardild Grammar
Language Map of Australia
Wagiman Dictionary
Anindilyakwa Phonology and Morphology
Europe

Basque

Google Euskaraz
Morris Student Plus
Muturzikin - Hizkuntzen Mapa
LOGOS Basque
Euskara Institutuaren ataria
Adizkitegi Automatikoa :)
BIBLIJA.net - Biblia interneten
Etymological Dictionary of Basque

Indo-European

Slovene Grammar
Slovenian Dictionary
Amebis Bešan - Foldable
Proto-Greek
Romainan Grammar
Catalan History
History of Catalan
Limba de sa Sardigna
Romance Swadesh
BBC Wales - The Big Welsh Challenge
Phonological History of English
Grammar in early modern English
MIE
Sambahsa
Persian verb conjugator
Sorani Kurdish Grammar
CEToM (Tocharian)
Yaghnobi Lexicon
Yaghnobi Dictionary
Yaghnobi Grammar Sketch
Tocharian Alphabet
Tocharian Online
EIEO
IE Lexicon
Hittite Grammar
Welsh Dictionary
Ossetic Sketch
Hindi Grammar Guide
Rājbanshi Grammar
Hittite Dictionary
Polish Grammar
Old Prussian Grammar
The Electronic Chicago Hittite Dictionary
Hittite Dictionary
Hittite Grammar Sketch
Kashmiri Sketch
Nuristan Site
BBC - Wales - Learn Welsh
Iranian Studies at Harvard University
Shughni language page
www.rch.uky.edu/Shughni/
dspace.uta.edu/bitstream/handle/10106/438/umi-uta-1588.pdf?sequence=1
Saka language - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Tyrrenhian

Etruscan-English Dictionary
Etruscan Grammar Sketch

Uralic

The Hungarian language
Skolt Sami
Eastern Khanty Grammar
Estonian Conjugator
Comparative Nenets-Nganasan Multimedia Dictionary
North Sami Grammar Sketch
North Saami (Guovdageaidnu) lexicon
Sámi dictionary and terminology portal
Sámi-related odds and ends
North Sami Wordlist

North America

Algic

Menominee Dictionary
Miami Dictionary
Lenape Dictionary
Passamaquoddy-Maliseet Dictionary
Shawnee Texts
Unami Verb Morphology
Learn Wampanoag

Cree

Cree Dictionary
East Cree
Cree Lessons
Oji-Cree Dictionary E-C
Oji-Cree Dictionary C-E
Naskapi Lexicon
Naskapi Dialectology

Micmac
Micmac Teaching Grammar
Mikmaq Dictionary
Micmac Dictionary

Ojibwe
Ojibwe Vocabulary Project
Ojibwe Children's Books
Ojibwe Brief Lessons
Ojibwe Dictionary
Ojibwe Dictionary
Anishinaabemowin

Yurok
Yurok Grammar
Yurok Dictionary
Yurok Conversation Book
The Arapaho Language Project
Arapaho Pedagogical Grammar
English-Arapaho Dictionary
English-Arapaho Dictionary
English-Arapaho Dictionary
Arapaho-English Dictionary
Arapaho-English Dictionary
Arapaho-English Audio
Blackfoot Grammar
Cheyenne Site
Western Abenaki Dictionary
Western Abenaki Grammar Sketch
Western Abenaki Morphology
Mohegan Language Project
Mohegan Dictionary / Grammar Sketch
Narragansett Sketch
Blackfoot Language Group
Anishinaabemowin Grammar Sketch
Lenape Dictionary
Chimakuan

Quileute Dictionary

Chumash

Ineseño Chumash Grammar

Dene-Yeneseian

Na-Dene

Northern Athabaskan

Tłįchǫ Dictionary
Tłįchǫ Yatiì
Hän language - Wikipedia
Gwich’in language - Wikipedia
Chilcotin Flattening
Tanacross Phonology/Morphology
Ahtna Dictionary

Pacific Coast Athabaskan

Hupa Dictionary
Hupa Grammar
Siletz Talking Dictionary
Siletz Learning
Tolowa Dictionary

Southern Athabaskan

Southern Athabaskan
Southern Athabascan Grammar
Mescalero-Chiricahua Texts

Tlingit

Tlingit
Tlingit Dictionary
Tlingit Lessons
Tlingit Texts
Vajda 2008

Eskimo-Aleut
Tusaalanga- Inuktitut Lessons
Yupik Grammar
Iñupiaq Grammar
Interactive Inupiaq Dictionary
North Slope Iñupiaq Dictionary
Kenai Alutiiq Dictionary
Kobuk iñupiat Dictionary
Nunavut Living Dictionary
Oqaaserpassualeriffik
Programs for analysing Greenlandic
Children's Greenlandic Stories
Greenlandic News

Huave

Huave Stories
Huave Stories 2
Huave Dictionary
Huave Stuff
Huave Dictionary

Iroquoian

Cayuga Dictionary
Cayuga Resources
Cayuga Grammar Sketch
Oneida Dictionary
Oneida Grammar
Oklahoma Cherokee Grammar
Cherokee Grammar

Isolates

Haida
Karuk-Awesome Language that Needs to be Preserved More!
Karuk Dictionary and Texts
Tunica Grammar
Seri Grammar
Goals and Indirect Objects in Seri.
Seri Dictionary
Kutenai Dictionary
Kutenai Grammar
Haida Dictionary
Fragments of Waikuri
Xinca Grammar
Kalapuyan

Santiam Kalapuya Verbs

Misumalpan

Ulwa Grammar / Dictionary

Muskogean

Choctaw
Koasati
Koasati Dictionary
LingSpace
Creek - Lexicon

Oto-Manguean

Yaitepec Chatino Morphosyntax
Otomí-Spanish Dictionary
Chalcatongo Mixtec Grammar
Zapotec Grammar Files
Teotepec Chatino Grammar
Mixtec Dictionary
Trique Phonology

Plateau Penutian

Nez Perce Verb

Salishan

Klallam
Hul'q'umi'num'
Syilx Calendar
Coeur d'Alene
Saanich
Okanagan Course
Coeur d'Alene Texts
Interior Salish
Nāusm - Salish Dictionary
Salish Dictionary
Salish Lessons
Halkomelem Dictionary
Siouan

Winnebago Grammar
Hoocak Language
Sketch of Lakhota, T.O.C.
Lakota language
Lakota Dictionary
Kanza Dictionary
Kanza Vocabulary

Uto-Aztecan

Tarahumara
Chemehuevi
Lessons in Hopi
History of Romanian
Uto-Aztecan
River Warihío Grammar
Nahuatl Grammar
Southeastern Tepehuan Grammar
Nahuatl Dictionary
Northern Paiute Sketch

Wakashan

Nootka Condition C
Wakashan Linguistics Page
Nootka Possession
Nootka Locatives
Southern Wakashan Grammar
Southern Wakashan Grammar
Alaska Native Language Archive
FirstVoices
YNLC
ANLA DIctionaries
Penutian Linguistics
Yucatec Maya Dictionary
Ayutla Mixe Grammar
Sierra Popoluca Grammar
Chol Grammar
Huehuetla Tepehua Grammar
Purhépecha Dictionary
Mayan Dictionary
Yucatec Maya Grammar
Filomeno Mata Totonac Phonology and Morphology
Wichita Documentation
Wichita Sketch
Picurís Lexicon
Tzotzil Grammar
Chuxnaban Mixe
Mayan Etymological Dictionary
K'iche' Dictionary-lish
Ch'orti Dictionary
Mam Dictionary

New Guinea

Border

Amanab Sketch
Waris Lexicon

North Bougainville

Rotokas Dictionary
Rotokas Grammar
Rotokas Sketch

Sepik

Iatmul Dictionary
Manambu Language of Papua New Guinea
Kwoma Grammar Sketch 1
Kwoma Grammar Sketch 2
Abau Grammar
Namia Dictionary
Iatmul Grammar

Skou

Skou Homepage
Skou Grammar
Skou Grammar 2
Skou Grammar 3
Skou Agreement
Skou Dictionary
Skou Tone
Skou Verbal Paradigms

Torricelli

Arapesh
Trans-New-Guinea

Angan

Angave Dictionary
Menya Grammar
Menya Grammar

Binanderean

Guhu-Samane Lexicon
Orokaiva Grammar
Orokaiva Lessons
Notu Grammar Sketch

Bosavi

Edolo Grammar
Edolo Grammar Addenda
Edolo Phonology

Chimbu-Wahgi

Umbu-Ungu Grammar
Golin
Nii Grammar Sketch
Nii Grammar Essentials
Melpa Dictionary

Engan

Huli Grammar 1
Huli Grammar 3
Huli Grammar 2
Huli Grammar 4
Huli Grammar 5
Huli Grammar 6
Huli Grammar
Lembena Grammar
Learn West Kewa
Kewa Lexicon

Finisterre-Huon

Burum Lexicon
Borong Grammar Sketch
Borong Phonology
Iyo Grammar Sketch

Kainantu-Goroka

Alekano Lexicon
Kamano Lexicon

Ok-Oksapmin

Oksapmin Grammar Notes
Oksapmin Lexicon
Oksapmin Grammar
Mian Grammar
Oksapmin Lexicon!
Mian Lexicon

West Trans-New-Guinea

Fataluku
Fataluku Dictionary
Makalero Grammar
Abui Grammar
Abui Stories
Abui Dictionary
Abui Grammar
Makalero Grammar
Makasae Joao
Mauwake Grammar
Fuyug Grammar Sketch
Somba-Siawari Lexicon!
Mountain Koiali Lexicon
Bargam Lexicon
Sentani Grammar
Kwomtari Grammar Sketch
Moskona Grammar
Moskona Grammar
Burum-Mindik Bible Galesia 1
CLitics, somba-siawari
ISSUES - LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS IN MELANESIA
TNG Viability
Mali Dictionary
Kuot Grammar Sketch
Kuot Swadesh 100-Word List
Kuot language and culture
South America

Arawakan

A grammar of Resígaro
The Tariana Language
Ashéninka Perené Grammar
Apurinã Grammar
Apurinã Grammar
Baure Dictionary

Aymaran

Aymara On The Internet
UFDC - Jaqaru Language and Culture Collection
Aymara Morphophonology Sketch
Beginning Aymara
Aymara Grammar Sketch

Cariban

Trio Grammar
Wavana Grammar
Another Trio Grammar
Carib Grammar/Dictionary

Isolates

Trumai Grammar
Fulniô Syntax
Fulniô Phonology
Movima Grammar
Grammar of Yurakaré

Macro-Gê

Maxakalí Dictionary
Xavante Respect
Apinayé Brief Grammar Sketch

Quechuan

Quechua Dictionary
Quechua Exercises / Ejercicios | Quechua | Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Tucanoan

Siona Grammar
Some Cubeo

Tupian

Tapieté Guaraní Grammar
Guarani Basic Course, Part I
Interactive Guarani Dictionary
Mamaindê Grammar
Sabanê Grammar
Eighteenth-Century Cholón Grammar
Domãna Grammar
Chamacoco Dictionary
Ayoreo Sketch

Constructed Languages

Conlangs

Cuolese
zbb • Nouns in Kŋau
Benung | The Ayeri Language Resource
Toki Pona Lessons Menu
Toki Pona
lipu pi jan Pije
Kingdom of Kaupelan
Na’vi Basic Guide
Tayein-beta-v0_1.zip
The Wede:i Language
-veche-
leunu Esperanto
Lojban-Wikipedia
AkanaWiki
Grammar of Takuna (conlang)
Nairutin
The Feayran Project :: Home
Online Rangyayo Input Method
Gualspi
Làadan Things to Think About
Lesson 3 - Learn Toki Pona
tokipona.net/tp/ClassicWordList.aspx
Toki Pona Forums • View topic - word counts
script.png (790×854)
the pictographic word dictionary - jonathan gabel . com
Hiragana Practice
Duployan shorthand - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Syllabics Tutor
Baybayin Modern Fonts: Súlat Kapampángan
Anshuman Pandey: The Wolof alphabet of Assane Faye
Old Bamum
Mayan Hieroglyphs

Miscellaneous Language

Numbering systems
Palaeolexicon
A Web of Online Grammars
The Pangloss Collection
Grammar and Language Courses
zompist bboard • View topic - Odd natlang features thread
zompist bboard • View topic - resources
Inspirational Natlangs - FrathWiki
KneeQuickie
www3.surrey.ac.uk/lcts/bill.palmer/NWS_site/Kok/PhD/Ch4.pdf
Kashaya language - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Online dictionaries | www.rnld.org
Language documentation projects | www.rnld.org
SIL Cameroon branch - Languages & Publications - Publications
Language Sites - VOA News
SEAsite
Munduko Hizkuntzen Amarauna - world languages network
LingWiki — Language Defined - LingWiki
Consonant Harmony
Palatalization
Mambila
www.uni-koeln.de/gbs/Berichte/Wawa/
faculty.washington.edu/lauramcg/papers/Lamnso.pdf
Nisoish languages - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Dictionaries & Lexicals - University of California Press
Álgu MultiDict
STEDT
xobdo.org : Home
WOLD - Oroqen Vocabulary
https://openaccess.leidenuniv.nl/bitstream/handle/1887/2732/1276086_014.pdf?sequence=1
shimajournal.org/issues/v1n1/e. Long Shima v1n1.pdf
www2.hawaii.edu/~yotsuka/course/PN_history.pdf
Scottish Gaelic phonology - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia